
Non-chord tones 
 
A non-chord tone is a note which is not a part of the implied harmony that is described by the other notes in the phrase. Non-chord 
tones are most often discussed in the context of tonal music (a system of music in which specific hierarchical pitch relationships are 
based on a key "center", or tonic). Chord and nonchord tones are defined by their membership in a chord. The pitches which make up 
a chord are called chord-tones and any other pitches are called non-chord-tones. 
 
For example, if a piece of music is currently on a C Major chord, the notes CEG are members of that chord, while any other note 
played at that time is a nonchord tone. Such tones are most obvious in homophonic (which two or more parts move together in 
harmony, the relationship between them creating chords) music but also often occur in contrapuntal (the relationship between two or 
more voices that are harmonically interdependent (polyphony), but independent in contour and rhythm) music. 
 
Most nonharmonic tones are dissonant and create intervals of a second, fourth or seventh, which are required to resolve to a chord tone 
in conventional ways. Nonharmonic tones generally occur in a pattern of “Preparation (chord tone)  - Dissonance - Resolution (chord 
tone)” of which the nonharmonic tone is the center. If the note fails to resolve until the next change of harmony, it may instead create 
a seventh chord or extended chord. While it is theoretically possible that for a three-note chord there are (in equal temperament) nine 
possible nonchord tones, nonchord tones are usually in the prevailing key. Augmented and diminished intervals are also considered 
dissonant, and all nonharmonic tones are measured from the bass, or lowest note sounding in the chord except in the case of 
nonharmonic bass tones. 
 
Nonchord tones are distinguished through how they are used. The most important distinction is whether they occur on a strong or 
weak beat and are thus accented or unaccented. They are also distinguished by their direction of approach and departure and the voice 
or voices in which they occur, and the number of notes they contain. 
 
 

Unaccented 

1. Anticipation - An anticipation (ANT) occurs when a note is played before the chord to which the note belongs and resolves when 
the "anticipated" chord is reached. 

2. Neighbor tone - A neighbor tone (NT) or auxiliary note (AUX) is a nonchord tone that passes stepwise from a chord tone directly 
above or below it (which frequently causes the NT to create dissonance with the chord) and resolves to the same chord tone. 

In practice and analysis, neighboring tones are sometimes differentiated depending upon whether or not they are lower or higher than 
the chord tones surrounding them. A neighboring tone that is a step higher than the surrounding chord tones is called an upper 
neighboring tone or an upper auxiliary note while a neighboring tone that is a step lower than the surrounding chord tones is a lower 
neighboring tone or lower auxiliary note. 

3. Incomplete Neighbor tone - An incomplete neighbor tone (IN) is a neighbor tone that has only one stepwise connection with a 
consonant chord tone (instead of the normal two), the other connection being a skip. Thus, instead of leaving a chord tone with a step 
up or down and returning to the same chord tone in like manner, one of the chord tones is left out (or skipped over) so the neighbor 
tone is only connected to one of the chord tones making it incomplete. 

IN's are generally written either with a skip away from a harmony tone to a non-chord tone, and resolved with a step back to a 
harmony tone (usually in the opposite direction from the approach) or with a step away from a harmony tone to a non-chord tone, and 
resolved with a skip back to a harmony tone (also usually in the opposite direction from the approach). 

4. Escape tone - An escape tone (ET) is a particular type of unaccented incomplete neighbor tone which is approached stepwise from 
a chord tone and resolved by a skip in the opposite direction back to the harmony. 

5. Passing tone - A passing tone (PT) is a nonchord tone prepared by a chord tone a step above or below it and resolved by 
continuing in the same direction stepwise to the next chord tone (which is either part of the same chord or of the next chord in the 
harmonic progression).  

Where there are two non-chord notes before the resolution we have double passing tones or double passing notes. 



Non-chord tones 
 
Accented 

1. Passing tone - As with above but on an accented beat. 

2. Neighbor tone - As with above but on an accented beat. 

3. Suspension - A suspension (SUS) occurs when the harmony shifts from one chord to another, but one or more notes of the first 
chord (the "Preparation") are either temporarily held over into or are played again against the second chord (against which they are 
nonchord tones called the "Suspension") before resolving to a chord tone stepwise (the "Resolution"). Note that the whole process is 
called a suspension as well as the specific non-chord tone(s): 

Suspensions may be further described using the number of the interval (a combination of two notes, or the ratio between their 
frequencies) forming the suspension and its resolution; e.g. 4-3 suspension, 7-6 suspension, or 9-8 suspension. Suspensions resolve 
downwards; otherwise it is a retardation. A suspension must be prepared with the same note (in the same voice) using a chord tone in 
the preceding chord; otherwise it is an appoggiatura. 

Decorated suspensions are common and consist of portamentos or double eighth notes, the second being a lower neighbor tone. 

A suspended chord is an added tone chord with a "suspended" fourth or second as an added tone which doesn't resolve. 

4. Retardation - A retardation (RE) is similar to a suspension except that it resolves upward instead of downward. 

5. Appoggiatura - An appoggiatura (APP) is a type of accented incomplete neighbor tone approached skip-wise from one chord tone 
and resolved stepwise to another chord tone. 

6. Nonharmonic bass - Notes which are bass notes that are not a member of the chord below which they are written. 

 

Accented  Non-Chord Tones Involving more than three notes 

1. Nota cambiata - A nota cambiata is a four note melodic figure and the forerunner of the 18th-century's changing tones. The first 
and fourth notes are always consonant, while the second and third may or may not be, and the second note is the nota cambiata 
("changed note") itself. 

2. Changing tones - Changing tones (CT) are two successive nonharmonic tones. A chord tone steps to a nonchord tone which skips 
to another nonchord tone which leads by step to a chord tone, often the same chord tone. They may imply neighboring tones with a 
missing or implied note in the middle. Also called double neighboring tones or neighbor group. 

3. Pedal point - Another form of nonchord tone is a pedal point or pedal tone (PD) or note, almost always the tonic or dominant, 
which is held through a series of chord changes. The pedal point is almost always in the lowest voice (the term originates from organ 
playing), but it may be in an upper voice; then it may be called an inverted pedal. It may also be between the upper and lower voices, 
in which case it is called an internal pedal. 

 


